In the fame manner the remaining roots may be deduced. 2. Let be -P, multiply -P -Q ,v / ( -i) into -i* and it becomes P r p Q^ ( -i) a quantity of the fame for-^ mula as the preceding ; let r' + A equation xr+ i = o, then will (r' + a V ~ i) (=tL=*=M v s= rrfcH '^K /y/ ( -i) be a root of the given quantity : otherwife ; the root may be deduced from the above-mentioned feries byfubftituting in it for -(P)r its value P r x (*• i ) r , and it will •become the fame as the preceding.
3. -Let P be lefs than Q^, and the value of (=fcP=t:Q s/~i ) r may be deduced from the preceding feries by fubftituting in it ~Q \ / -1 for P, and -P fo rQ j otherwife, fince on Converging Seriefes, be one value of the given quantity; the remaining values'can be deduced by the fame method. In this cafe the given quantity is refolved into a feries afeending according to the^ dimen (ions of P, and defeending according to the dimenfions of Q ; in the former cafe it was refolved into a feries afeending according to the dimenfions of Q, and defeending according to the dimenfions of P $ both the feriefes affording the poflible or impoflible parts will always converge.
4.
If P = then will (rs -P rtP y /(-~ i ) ) r = P r x (**=2= s / ( -l)yr = P r x ».pf x 2Z x # ( -1 ) ; for ( -i ) = ;/ ' ' 4. 2. When P = o, or Q -0, then it becomes the firfi: cafe \ / (dr A).
5. Let P=:Q^q=«, where « has a very fmall ratio to Q $ then will ( P d r Q / ( -i ) ) 7 = ( P ± P ± « V / ( -i ) ) 7 -( P r
\ / (~ 0 «3 + &c. In this feries the fame root of the quantity (~ 1) is always to be ufed.
6. If in the given quantity are contained more quantities of the above-mentioned kind or their roots; then* by repeating the fame operation, can be deduced the roots or values of the given quantity. The roots of the equation *'=±=1 =° will be foun ro m l common algebra and thefe principles, if is not greater th a n ! 2. If (r) equations involving (t f r) unknown and inde pendent quantities be predicated of (/) equations involving the above-mentioned quantities: reduce the (r) equations and one of the above-mentioned (r) equations to one, fo that (*) unknown quantities may be exterminated, and if there refults a felfevident equation, then the above-mentioned equation is juftly predicated of the (/) equations ; and in the fame manner we may reafon concerning the remaining (1 -1) equations. 3, 1. If one equation is juftly predicated of another, and in both the unknown quantity exterminated has only one dimenfion; then the latter equation can be predicated of the former; for in this cafe both equations have only one and the fame value of the unknown quantity exterminated. ' 3. 2. If the quantity exterminated has more dimenfons than one in the equations, then the proportion may not gene-L 2 rally kb e affirmative, will ^ alfo be a the lame alfo may be affirmed, if P and Q have both cotitraiyi trary % ns to P ' and Q J but if one has the fame, and the other contrary, then will k and k! have contrary figns.
5. Let fome affirmative quantities be lefs than others, then any dired affirmative fundion of the former* fundion, in which no negative or impoffible quantities or indexes are contained, will be lefs than the fame fundion of the latter. The contrary happens when the indexes are all negative, and the quantities affirmative as before: for example, let two quan tities be lefs than two others, then the product of the two for mer will be lefs than the produd of the two latter.
Cor. Hence fome quantities may often be known to he greater or lefs than others from their dired fundions being greater or lefs than the fame fundions of the others: for example, let a2 -bz be an affirmative quantity, then will a be greater than b.
6. If one equation or ratio, is affirmed on the fuppofition that another given one is true, reduce both the equations by the methods given above, and from the principles before delivered, the proportion will often be evident.
Hence may be deduced demonftrations to propositions o f this fort given by'P appus and others.
Ex. Let Cor. From thefe principles can eafily be deduced innumera ble propofitions of this fort. Aflume two o r more ratios, of which let fome be fuppofed greater than others; then, from the above-mentioned transformation, by addition, fubtra&ion, multiplication, .divifion, &c. can be found fuch functions o f the the above-mentioned quantities, that fome may become greater than others, and thence may be deduced the propofitions abovementioned. 7. It may not be improper in this place to adjoin a few obfervations on finding the limits of fome quantities in which others contained in given equations become negative or affirmative.
1. Given an equation involving two unknown quantities x and y ; the limits of the quantity y , between which the quan tity x will become affirmative or negative, may be deduced from the following principles.
The quantity * paffes from affirmative to negative or from negative to affirmative, either through nothing or infinite; or from two impoffible roots it paffes to affirmative or negative through two or more equal roots; and, vice , from affir mative or negative to two or more impoffible roots through two or more equal roots.
Find therefore the values of y,when x becomes= 0 , or infinite; and alfo all the .cafes in which two, &c, values of x become equal, that is, when its roots become impoffible; and from thence can be deduced the limits of the quantity y, be tween which (*) becomes affirmative or negative.
If
x -~be an affirmative quantity, then P will be affirmative or negative, according as Q js an affirmative or negative" quantity, &c. Affiime therefore P = o and Q = o, and from the roots of the refulting equation can be deduced the cafes, in which (*) becomes an affirmative quantity.
3. If more ( n) unknown quantities (a:, y, z, , &c.) be con tained in a given equation j then, by the preceding method, find the limits of (z, v, &c.), between which ( ) becomes an affirmative or negative quantity, and let the quantities denoting the limits contain not more than (rt-1) unknown quantities: from $0 D r. W a r in g 's from the above-mentioned quantities or equations exprefling the limits, find others denoting their limits, which do not con tain more than ( n -2) above-mentioned quantities, a 4. Often from the fubflitution of the limits of given quan tities can be acquired the limits of the remaining one (*). Find all the greatefl: values of the quantity (x) contained be tween the above-mentioned limits, and thence can be deduced the limits fought.
5. If there are given (m) equations involvin g(f» + 1) ot more unknown quantities; then fometimes with, and fometimes without, reducing them to others involving more few unknown quantities can be found by the preceding method lim its; and from comparing the limits fo acquired can fome times be deduced the limits fought.
6. If a given function of the unknown quantities (*, y , %, &c.) is aflerted to be contained between given limits, when other fundions of the above-mentioned quantities are contained between given limits, and the demonftration of it is required ; from the given equations and the given functions find limits of the unknown quantities refpedively, and if the latter limits are contained between the former, the propofition is generally true, otherwife not.
j. From the above-mentioned principles can be found the cafes in which an unknown quantity (#) admits of one or more affirmative values.
8. It appears from the principles before delivered, that the finding the number of affirmative and negative roots of a given equation neceffarily includes the finding the number of its impoffible roots; and therefore it may not be improper to fubjoin fomewhat on what has been done on this fubjed. 2. It has been demonilrated by others-and myfelf, that the equation will at leaf! have fo many changes* of figns from + to -, and -to + , as there are affirmative roots, and fo many con tinued progrefles from + to + and -to -, as there are ne gative rOots.
3. A rule for finding in general the number of affirmative or negative roots in a biquadratic, and in the equation #*-|-A#w + B = o, was firft publiffied in the Medit. Algebr.
4. H arriot demonftrated a method of finding the num ber of impoffible roots contained in a cubic equation. In the year 1757 I fent to the Royal Society a method of finding the number of irppoffible roots contained in a biquadratic and quadrato-cubic equations, and in the equation ® o.. 5. ScHooTENgave a method of finding the number of impoffi ble roots which can be concluded from-the deficient terms o f am equation. N ew ton gave a rule which often difcoversthe num ber of impoffible roots contained in a given equation. C a m pbell difcovered a new rule on the fame fubjeft. Mr. M a g la u r in has added fomewhat more general on thefe fubjedsi thefe rules may be rendered more general by a principle firfi given, in the In the Medit. Algebr. fomewhat has been added concerning impoffible, affirmative, and negative values of the unknown quantities in an equation which involves two or more unknown quantities; and alfb was firft delivered a rule from the number of affirmative, negative, and impoffible roots of an equation being known to find the number of impoffible, negative, and affirmative roots o f an equation, whofe roots have & given algebraical relation to the roots of a given equation; on which two lafi; fubje&s little, I believe, had been before published.
